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Company: Status Solutions, LLC

Location: Westerville, Ohio

Category: other-general

Who are we?

Since 2001, Status Solutions has been the pioneering provider of situational awareness

technologies. Our mission is to defeat ignorance-based loss using situational awareness

technology to protect people and property. Our customized middleware solutions ensure the

right information reaches the right people at the right time, because RIGHT NOW matters

most.

Who do we hire?

At Status Solutions we're looking for likeminded individuals to fulfill our mission in leaving
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every situation better than we found it! Our ultimate purpose is to help people, so if you

thrive in an entrepreneurial environment, where you will be making life-changing contributions

to society, we want to talk to you!

Role Description

A Software Developer at Status Solutions will be responsible for owning the software

development life cycle for our solutions suite. Our developers are on the front lines of life

safety ensuring our valued customers have the most up to date tools in situational awareness.

These team members are responsible for developing and implementing enhancements to

existing user interfaces utilizing behavioral data and analytics to provide the right information,

to the right people, at the right time. Our Development team provides a platform of tools for our

end user to master situational awareness, protect what matters most, and tap into everyday

data and leveraging it to reveal mental health trends in individuals to allow for early

intervention/crisis prevention. This individual will collaborate directly with other members of

development, solutions management, technical support, and quality assurance to drive the

best possible outcomes at all times.

Responsibilities

Assist in sprint planning meetings.

Write functional requirement documents and guides.



Stay up to date on technology standards.

Build reusable code and libraries for future use.

Collaborate with other developers effectively.

Help provide training and support to other employees. 

Back-end Developers will be expected to be able to:

Design, build and enhance current and new databases.

Design, build and integrate to APIs (Application Programming Interfaces)

Front-end Developers will be expected to be able to:



Create quality mockups and prototypes.

Design, build and enhance current interfaces while striving for mobile-first pages.

Implement visual and interactive elements that are user friend.

Continually focuses on creating an environment that promotes the overall growth of Status

Solutions and Status Solutions Network.

Funneling any potential leads to Sales & SSN team. 

Requirements

Bachelor’s or Master’s degree in Computer Science or 5-8 years' experience in a related

field.

Minimum of 2-4 years of experience with Python, C++, MySQL multi-threaded



applications.

Proven competency with the following:CSS and SCSS, React with Redux, Javascript/jQuery,

PHP, Dart (using Flutter SDK), Python and Django Rest framework, C and C++, MariaDB, Java

and JSP, Objective C, Swift and TVML, .NET 2 and 4.x, .NET Core, ASP .NET

Excellent knowledge of the software development life cycle.

Strong problem-solving and communication skills.

Ability to learn quickly and work independently or as part of a team. 

Benefits

Full-time position.

Flexible work environment.



Competitive salary.

Eligibility for quarterly company bonus pool.

Company-paid employee medical, dental, and life/AD&D insurance.

Generous paid-time off policy.

Ten paid company holidays.

401(k) match starting six months after start date.

Apply Now
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